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2nd Iteration - Summer

The units were moved around to improve the conditions.  There are more 
shaded areas, but the roof still receives too much sunlight.

1st Iteration - Summer

There are good amount of shaded areas on ground level and lower roofs while 
the roof might have a problem with receiving too much sunlight. The lower 
level units might not get enough sunlight due to upper level units.

1st Iteration - Winter

There are shades created on the ground level and multiple roofs. The lower 
levels that are covered by the upper level units might not get enough 
sunlight.

2nd Iteration - Winter

There are more areas that receive sunlight and fewer shaded areas. Moving 
around the unit stacks bene�tted the conditions in winter.

3rd Iteration - Daylight Factors

The units are in overall well lit except for the areas that are directly under the unit above. Some arti�cial lighting is needed for 
areas that are covered by the units above.

3rd Iteration - Winter

With the shift and rotation, more areas are exposed to the sun but larger shaded areas are also created on the north side of the building. The placements of the di�erent 
units may play a factor and di�erent variations may allow more sun exposed areas during winter.

3rd Iteration - Summer 

By shifting and rotating, the units seem to be well exposed to the sun and create good amount of shaded areas under and between the di�erent 
units and levels. 

3rd Iteration - Illuminance
Winter 9am

The units are overly lit only for the areas with glass facade. It might be too much sulight for those areas, which calls for usage of shading system.

3rd Iteration - Illuminance
Summer 9am

The units are well lit overall, mostly at locations with glass facade. If the sunlight is too intense, usage of shading system may be bene�cial and comfortable for the 
inhabitants.

4th Iteration - Illuminance
Winter 9am

With pushing the glass facade into the building units, the interior areas are not extremely lit overall. It has a better balance of illuminance. Most of the 
living space are bright and bedrooms are not as bright, which may bring comfort to the inhabitants. For more exposed areas, shading system might 
be needed but very minimally. 

4th Iteration - Daylight Factors

To accomodate the issues from the 3rd iteration, glass facades were pushed into the building so those surfaces are not as exposed to the sun. This iteration shows 
that there is not much of a di�erence in daylight factor when relocating the glass facades.

4th Iteration - Illuminance
Summer 9am

Just like the 3rd iteration, this iteration also shows that the units are well lit mostly at locations with glass facade. Shading system might be needed for those areas for 
comfort. 

2nd Iteration - Summer

The units were moved around to improve the conditions.  There are more 
shaded areas, but the roof still receives too much sunlight.
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be needed but very minimally. 

4th Iteration - Daylight Factors

To accomodate the issues from the 3rd iteration, glass facades were pushed into the building so those surfaces are not as exposed to the sun. This iteration shows 
that there is not much of a di�erence in daylight factor when relocating the glass facades.
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Summer 9am
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Illuminance - WinterDaylight Factor Sun Path - Winter Sun Path - SummerIlluminance - Summer

During winter, the interiors of housing units are very well lit and very bright. Since winter sun 
rises and sets lower than summer, the lower level housing units seem to be brighter than the
upper level housing units. 

Based on the daylight factor analysis, the housing units seem to be well lit and artificial 
lighting is barely needed since there are numerous glass facades. Even the areas directly 
below some housing units seem to have no problem with getting light. 

Based on the sun path during winter, the north side of the housing units seem to be shade
most of the time. The housings on the north facade do not need any shading device while 
the southern facade need shading devices.

The sun path during summer shows that not much shaded areas are created around the housing
units. Since the sun rises and sets at higher locations compared to the winter sun, much of the 
shaded areas seem to be created within the housing areas and voids. 

During summer, all the housing units seem to be well lit and way too bright. Since there are 
numerous glass facades the interiors of the housing units receive too much sunlight. A shading
device is needed especially during summer. 
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North facade condition: flat facade
(easier to receive sunlight)

Spraying mist on the facade in a cloud-like manner is to create a shading device for the facade of the building.
The mist is intended to be used to cool down the building facade and decrease the amount of solar radiation it receives.

Extended roof minimizes amount of solar radiation Extended and angled roofs allow rain to enter the void

South facade condition: extended roof
(receives less amount of sunlight)

The automatic water atomizer nozzles and piping system are 
attached along the ends of the roof overhang. The nozzles 
discharge spray of mist containing small water droplets that 
fill the facade of the housing units facing the south. The pipes 
contain water from the living machine water tanks underground.
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Layer + ShiftConnect Rotate Roof Shading
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Rendering: Public Water Access + Recreational Space
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Rendering: Housing Courtyard
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Final Model
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The most important thing we learned from the eco machine research was that they are not 
only technologies that allow humans to use natural resources more efficiently, but also 
something that can be read as landscape, or part of nature. We intend to allow the residents to 
interact, experience and observe the eco machine (living machine) in a natural way. Our 
approach is to locate the eco machines at the negative spaces of the housing, therefore together 
they perform as a complete system. The geometry of the eco machine has to correspond to that 
of the housing units in order to create a holistic field condition that connects the living, the 
nature and the architecture. 

Le Corbusier’s statement that “A house is a machine for living in” implied the house to act as an 
efficient tool that provides its residents the necessities of life. While machines for living in are 
depicted as housing units, eco machine interacts with the nature or the surrounding environment. 
By connecting the artificially made living spaces and the environment, the eco machine 
mitigates the negative impact on the environment caused by human activities, by reusing the 
existing resources. In this case, the living machine, as a representative eco machine, collects, 
filters and reuses water to enhance the efficiency of the machines for living in. The plantation 
component of the living machine also gives back to the environment. 

From The Mountain by BIG, we have integrated some of the geometric logic in situating the 
housing units. The housing units placed and moving along a grid inspired us to keep the modular 
units of the housings as well as shifting and cascading to create dynamic geometries. This could 
further impact the inhabitants to experience the movement along the housings and have 
communal experiences within and outside of the community, although the inhabitants of the 
Mountain were very isolated by the architecture itself. 

Although our precedent focused more on the private lives of the inhabitants, we wanted to 
include communal spaces where people can interact and be integrated into their surroundings. 
We believe that people already have their housing unit as their private space. So the spaces 
around and within the housing units should be open to people and offer opportunities for them 
to interact and be immersed in the community. To have smooth transition from the community 
to the housing units, uses of multiple mini-park or courtyard areas occupy around and in the 
housing areas. This can differentiate and demonstrate the move from public, where everyone can 
participate, to semi-public spaces, where only residents of the housing can spend time in, and 
create direct relationship with the communities in the neighboring areas. 

During site and context analysis, we’ve defined issues on how the housing might be affected by 
wind and sun. Too much exposure to wind as well as sun  is not favorable to the residents, so we looked 
for ways to reduce the amount of exposure through the placements of housing on site, eco machine, 
and architectural gestures such as building envelop and light shelves. We have also found opportunities 
with the network of sewage pipes, and thought how we could have the mini-parks where many of the the 

pipes meet to easily store water for use in the living machine also in cases where water overflows. In 
addition, identifying where the most human activities are on site helped us to define which part of the 
housing can have the public park area for everyone to enjoy and be integrated in their surroundings. As 
a unique addition to the water reuse after the living machine operation, we thought some of the water 
could operate as mist in the courtyard areas during summer for the residents to have a direct cooling 
experience outside. The shifting placements of the housing also gives off the “mist” quality to the site 
which shows the social differentiation and gradation of the housing to the site. Bringing in the outside 
to this housing complexes encourages the people to be more connected with each other and add more 
values to their own community. 

The model studies always led to interesting observations of our project. Sometimes the way a model is 
constructed results different yet charming characteristics than the intention. Through the lens of abstract 
geometry and the models, we gained insights by designing the geometry in plan first, then found
 interesting geometric relationships in section. Those observations were inspirational in designing through 
section in the later phase of the project.

Final Model


